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Introduction
The-British novelist Martin Amis (born 1949) started his fiction
writlng Career in the 1970S･ Over the course of his career･ he has
explored contemporary themes and experimental fiction･ publishing
such important works as Money (1984) and London Fields (1989)･
Amis is well-known仕)I his anti-modernist style.1 Emphasizlng that
style is indispensable in his fiction, he claims in some interviews that
style is a form of morality and that it may rescue him Hom an identity
crisis.2 Thus, on the one hand, Martin Amis seems to want to impose
himself on his notion; in this respect, his strong writing Style has led
some critics to say that the voices of his characters are sometimes
those of Amis himself.3
Currently, three books have been published that survey the criticism
on Amis, One of which is Martin Amis by Brian Finney (2008)･4
Finney lists Amis's major thematic concerns, which include ideas of
the "author, reader, narrator, and narration.''In this regard, a familiar
toplC Of discussion among critics is that Amis himself sometimes
appears as a character in the narrative world of his fiction, a technique
that Finney calls高narrative involution･"5 Taking an example from
Money, Magdalena Maczynska polntS Out that the appearance of
the fictional Martin Amis, who writes a scrlpt tO ensnare the main
narrator, functions to dramatize metafictionally how characters are
manlpulated by the author figure･6　Tb paraphrase it, this device is
used to reveal that characters in Amis'S缶ction are his puppets･ There
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seems to be, however, another objective that this technique wants
to accomplish･ Considering the fact that the status of the real Amis
obviously descends through this device Hom author to character, the
relativization of the authorial inHuence could be assumed as the aim.
One approach to understanding his intentional "selldegradation"
might be to analyze the authorial narrators in his fiction who are
supposed to have control over the narrative and whose situation
can be overlapped with that of Amis as the "real" author. In this
connection, Elie A･ Edmondson claims tharAmis renders problematic
the ideal way ln Which consciousness is treated in novels generally･
Edmondson notes that Amis is less interested in "the concept of a
fully re負ned and ommpOtent COnSCiousness" of an authorial narrator
than in consciousness connected with action and clashing with the
consciousness of other people discursively.7　Thus, consciousness
operatlng under limitations may be what most intrigues Amis･
Indeed, the bounds within which the narrator's capaclty for narration
operates can be regarded as a major theme of these two representative
works by Amis･ For example, the main narrator-character in Money,
John Self,･and the protagonist-writer in London Fields, Samson Young,
who also narrates, discover their lives to have been narrated or written
by someone with more power･ Only before these revelatory moments
can they enjoy the freedom of being ln possession of their own
narration, while also being wary about enterlng a SOlipsIStic state･ The
power struggle between these protagonists and other characters is a key
constituent of these m劉Or WOrks, an important theme of which is the
denial of authorial power･ The reader can appreciate the uncertainty
about how situations will develop when each protagonist危nds himself
the orlgln Ofa story that does not seem to belong to him･
If Amis had intended to explore the extent of a narrators'monopoly
of narrative from an early stage in his writlng Career, a prlStine slgn
of this should appear in his earlier works. Amis's 氏)urth novel, Other
People (1981), which belongs to his earlier period, might be worth
investlgatlng ln this regard, as this novel centers on the issue of a
narrator's monopoly of his narrative, but with a di挽rent approach to
that of his later works. In this novel, the narrator, who is in sole control
of the narrative, eventually questions such possession, as he finds it
d碓cult to hide the traces of his presence Hom his narrative that would
ruin its "objectivlty"; these traces show that the narrative is derived
Hom his consciousness.
The problem that the narrator of Other People addresses is far
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Hom being unique Or Orlglnal. Actually, to what extent the narrator is
involved in the creation of the narrative world is one of the unresolved
issues discussed in the studies of narratology that are introduced
in the next section of this paper･ Indeed, these studies might o的r
insights that could clarify the problem conHontlng the narrator of this
particular novel. The main purpose of this essay lS tO demonstrate
how the narrator of Other People takes palms tO modulate the extent
of his intervention in the story, under the pressure of obscuring his
presence in it･ The demonstration is a preparatory step for fbcuslng On
the narrator'S亀nal decision to step out of his author role of creatlng a
narrative. The essay concludes with a discussion of how the narrator
delegates the role of creatlng tO "Other people''一書he title of the noveL
by becomlng the object of narration by someone else.
I. Some lnsights柵om Narratological Studies
The literary critic, Frank K･ Stanzel distinguishes among …first-
person narration," ``authorial narration,''and負でigural narration" as
typlCal fictional narrative modes, in order to analyze the mediating
function of narratives･8 1n the mst of these three techniques, it is all
too clear that the narrators cannot enter the consciousness of characters
in a narrated world unless s/he is endowed with superhuman power.
Consciousness here includes a character's vision, thought, memory,
and emotion, all of which are subject to what narratologlStS Call
"focalization," i.e., "the perspective in terms of which the narrated
situations and events are presented."9　What enables consciousness
to be depicted in a certain manner is third-person narration to which
Stanzel's latter two modes belong.
As regards the presentation of other people's consciousness in a
fictional narrative, there is a debate concernlng how the narrator, if
any, is involved in the task of presentlng lt･ Some theorists assert
that the narrator's task is limited to the reportlng Of a character's
consciousness. Gerald Prince polntS Out the distinction between the
discursive world and the narrated world as the ground for this type
of claim: "Qua narrator, S/he is an element of discourse and not story
(of the narrating and not the narrated) whereas fbcalization is an
element of the latter.''10　Prince assumes that as the discourse that the
narrator weaves is ontologically independent of the narrated world that
characters inhabit, the narrator cannot orlglnate Or even manlpulate the
consciousness of characters.
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Generally, ln the third-person narrative mode, in which a character's
consciousness can be presented, it seems the case that the reader
usually has little trouble relating the depiction to its supposed owner.
According to Patrick O'Neil, who disagrees with Prince, however,
the consciousness presented to the reader orlglnateS in the narrator's
consciousness, not in that of the character who supposedly possesses it.
0'Neil believes that this is true of all narratives, and therefore states:
In the case of a novel like Vanity Fair, inJdeed, with its exlemal
narrator-focalizer who fbcalizes the entire narration, it is evident
that everything in that narrative is fbcalized, whether or not there
is also a character-focalizer involved at any given pOlnt. It is
cmcial to remember, however, that every nanative is created by a
nanative voice that is by dennition extemal to it. It follows that
in every narrative everything lS Prlmarily localized by this world-
creatlng narrative agent, including all subsequent focalizations
within that panicular nanative world.ll
0'Neil states explicitly that the consciousness of characters should
orlglnate.in the narrator's consciousness, and thus he claims the
prlmaCy Of the narrator over the characters in presentlng the internal
aspects of the characters.12
0f these opposlng Views, Prince's idea might galn more Support
Hom the next comment that Ⅷllace Martin makes on the automatic
positlng Of the允ctional world in the case of the thirdperSOn narrative:
生We cannot question the reliability of the third-person narrators, who
posit beyond doubt or credulity the characters and situations they
create･"13 Importantly, Martin's comment implies that the narrator's
positing a narrative world outweighs and may even obscure his/
her creatlng it･ Moreover, it implies that to ask who is the agent of
the positing act is meanlngless because the truth of what is posited
is categorically guaranteed in the third-person高reliable" narrative.
Thus, it may be claimed that this readers'inveterate assumption leads
them not to suspect that characters'consciousness could be orlglnally
focalized by the narrator who is its constructor. If readers were to And
this assumptlOn tO be merely conventional, then Prince's idea would
become less convinclng.
0'Neil's claim, on the other hand, would gain more support if one
was to put a constant and intensive spot一ight on the authorial figure
of the text who creates and manlpulates the characters in it. It would
not be dimcult to understand, then, that a character's consciousness is
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derived 柵om that of the narrator'S. Relevant examples to corroborate
O'Neil's polnt are Stories depictlng the narrator's own imaglnation,
or stories based upon it. In such stories, the reader might well be
reminded from time to time that the premise of the story lS the
narrator's fabrication. Even so, however, the reader's inherent tendency
to disregard the fictitious nature of the story can be so strong that it
often seems the case that the reader attributes to the narrator, who
merely presents her/his imaglnary Story, the powers almost equal to
that of an omniscient narrator. Once misでaken fbi being omniscient,
then, the narrator could be regarded as presentlng "Objectively''
anything related to the characters in a work of魚ction, while making
her/his creatlng Involvement less obvious. But then, if this ``pseud0-
0mniscience" is overused for some reasons, the narrator who wants
the narrative to be seen objective might well risk producing opposite
effects that s/he might not desire. such that the reader is reminded of
the fact that the story Issues from the narrator's imaglnation･ Thus,
the narrator who aims to provide a story with more or less obiectivlty
and to deprive it of its imaglnative nature must limit her/himself from
overusing such privileges in this form of "pseudo-Omniscience." or
camouHage the author's aspect that is included in the act of narration･
This is what is required of the narrator of Other People･
One adequate method that would act as such camouHage and that
appears to be employed in Amis's Other People is for the narrator to
appear as one of the characters, localizing him/herself in some "spot,…
identi丘able or not, inside the whole narrative world. In this way, the
narrator can show to the reader that s/he is merely observlng Or reading
what takes place in the main narrative world. The polnt is that s/he is
regarded as being a passive receiver of the information of the situations
in the story s/he creates, thereby obscurlng theねct that s/he is the
author･ This strategy makes a use of narrative modes of both the third-
person and first-person, and yet it does not include an embedding-
embedded structure of a certain type, in which the narrator holds the
upper hand over the narrated world･
The narrator of Other People seems to feel no discontent while this
method of hiding himself is successfully operating, but in the course
of the narrative, his personal intentions start to be discerned here and
there･ Perhaps feeling stressed by this recognltion on his part, the
narrator somehow decides halfway ln the narrative to abandon the
method he initially took, and switches to the third-person narration
mode alone, perhaps still maintainlng the hope of making his creatlng
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act look covert･ It appears, however, that again in this "sheer" third-
person narrative he does not succeed in making the narrative 血ee Hom
his own wishes because they have been planted onto the narrative･
Hence, from these analyses, We would have to conclude that the
narrator's attempt for camouflage does not end up being successful･
It would even seem that the process leading to this failure might be
intended as a main theme of this novel. for the nnal scene insinuates
a path out of the failure･ In the followlng two Sections, the trajectory
of the narrator's attempts to hide himself will be investlgated in more
detail.
II. Purpose of Narrator's Imagination
Other People consists of three parts, in addition to a "prologue" and
an "epilogue." The young protagonist Amy Hyde, a beautiful girl in
her twenties, has come back to life after she was killed by the narrator,
and her condition is such that she has lost almost all her memories.
Not knowlng Who she is, and tentatively calling herself Mary Lamb,
she starts"to wander around London. It is apparently the late twentieth
century･ In the course of her wandering, this woman will come to
know who she is in a rather abrupt manner.
In previous studies of this novel, much attention was fbcused on the
woman's wanderings, and yet little light was shed on the narrator who
might well be in prlSOn･14　The ease with which the reader forgets this
unrealistic initial settlng regarding the woman's return to life-the
premise expressed in an inconsplCuOuS Way through the noveLmay
be one of the factors that contributes to this common way of reading
the novel. Once this血amework of the novel has ceased to draw any
attention, it is no wonder that the focus should shift to the woman's
wanderings, which are portrayed quite realistically･
However, if one keeps in mind the contents of the prologue,
especially the魚ct that the narrator is none other than the woman's
killer, and if one reminds oneself that retumlng tO life in the ordinary
sense of the term is unrealistic, one soon recognlZeS that the story that
the narrator relates is based upon his imaglnation, and that the narrator
is in a position to render anything as he wishes･ His next remark
shows such authorial power: "I'm forever having to cope with these
rather puzzling and regrettable people. You'll be runnlng Into a few
more of them too. But all under my control, of course, all under my
protection and control''(34)･15 Aside nom this declaration on his part,
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the narrator attempts to pretend not to be involved in the creation of
the story about the woman's wanderings, which proves advantageous
tohim.
Behind this stance of the narrator, there might be two goals he
wants to achieve･ On the one hand, the narrator mentions how morally
bad the woman used to be around the time when she was his girlfriend,
and he summarizes his outlook in the short sentence "tsIhe asked
for it." Apparently, the narrator wants to Justify to the reader his deed
of killing her by showmg how wicked she has to him; he is full of the
spirit of retaliation･ He says, "I've done things to her, I know, I admit
it. But look what she's done to me. Look what she's done to me''(106).
On the other hand, the narrator wants the woman to be innocent, as
symbolized by the state into which she has been reborn. This second
mission is embodied in the remark by the narrator's supposed deputy
named John Prince, who repeatedly utters to the woman while she
is roamlng, "Be good," a remark that inHuences her to reHect on her
conduct.
Thus; the narrator is in conHict as he has two rather contradictory
aims･ Understandably, these goals make the narrator want to conceal
that he is creating the story in his imaglnation; he would not want to be
regarded as swaylng his narrative in his favor. The more objective the
story appears, the more convinclng WOuld be the proof that the woman
is both guilty and innocent. In other words, the less apparent his task
as an author is to the reader, the more the autonomy of the narrated
world can come to the fore. Let us look at the devices by which the
narrator tries to keep a low pronle to hide the fact that he is the author
in Part I and Part 2 0fthe novel.
What is consplCuOuS in both of these parts is that the narrator makes
little mention of the murdered woman's past. This seems more or less
strange because if the narrator wants to Justify himself as having no
role in her murder, he should thoroughly explain that the woman was
worth killing when she was still alive as his girmiend. He would only
have to select from his memory such facts as to prove she was wicked,
and arrange them in a certain order to construct a narrative of them.
The narrator does not, however, seem to be interested in providing the
reader with such a history. Instead, he proceeds to throw the reader
into the woman's present, which is also the narrator'S. Perhaps, this
idiosyncrasy ln the narrative reflects that the narrator's aim to make
her innocent is, even if temporarily, prlmary Over his other mission
of accusing and punishing her･ The reader, saved from lengthy
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explanations concernlng the woman's past,16 might feel as if s/he were
witnesslng the scene without the narrator's mediation or the author's
presence, as if s/he were being allowed to be unaware of his creatlng
acts.
How is Mary's vicious past handled then? The narrator devises
some ways in presenting her past, which both she and readers are
Ignorant Of･ In the course of her wanderings･ Mary lS merely im'rmed
of the existence of past incidents in which she behaved badly; she is
not told about their concrete contents. For instance, a stranger in the
bathroom of the house of the man with whom she is golng tO live 氏)I a
while speaks to her in this way:
`You're Any Hide, aren't you.
Mary felt intimate heat come over her･ 'What if I am?'she said･
but with the opposite of challenge in her voice･
The girl edged past her towards the door･ She was clutching
her bag tensely, as if Mary were ready to snatch it廿om her hands･
`Nothing. Butjust don't think I don't know･'
･ `Don't tell anyone･ Please … Goodbye･'Mary stood blinking ln
the､rush of air nom the slammed door. (163)
Even though Mary hears other people talking badly about her in
such an implicit way, she will not refute what they say; she is almost
numb to such information. The manner in which information relevant
to Mary/Amy's past is provided might, then, give the reader the
impression that she is not being properly judged as she has no right
to retaliate･17 More pages of the novel would be necessary ln Order to
prove her guilt thoroughly, which the narrator does not seem interested
in. All that the narrator does is to put Mary ln nasty environments,
hintlng at her former life. as the next brief remark addressed to Mary
by the man who dwells in such an environment shows: "You were
doing some strange things･ With heavy men and ethnic guys and
things like that''(185-86)･ Perhaps, then, the narrator wants Mary to
be in a similar settlng tO Show how she will behave this time around:
she will be glVen another chancel Overall, she behaves herself, and
even when she cannot help resortlng tO Violent acts, the story develops
in such a way that the reader regards Mary with warmth･ For instance,
soon aner she has started to roam, Mary becomes acquainted with the
man named Hev, who o鯖en commits crimes, and who rapes her･ She
becomes helpless, letting Trev do what he wants to do to her･ but in no
time, after he has fallen asleep tired, she decides to hurt him on the
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mouth with which he fondled her, as a way of sellde危nse:
I'm dead, she thought･ He's killed me･ Why? How did he dare?
And soon he's golng tO kill me agaln. So when she heard Trev
stan to cough himself awake, the idea came to her as if it were the
most obvious thing in the world. She thought, no, not me: him, kill
him･ Quickly she groped among the plent血1 mbble on the noo°.
She found a wedge-shaped bhck言t was sharp and heavy･ She hit
him twice and there was a double-crack each time. She hit him in
me mouth, of course. Where else? (46) /
Based on the presentation of Mary's inner conflicts, she is evidently
forced to hurt Trev in this passage･ She is innocent enough for the
next interpretation to hold: what the man did led her to such violent
behavior･ No scene precedes this violence that shows she has been
doing him harm･ She hasJust been thrown into this situation.
There is a sense here in which the narrator could not depict her
badly because by his creating her consciousness and behavior, she
is conn_ected to his consciousness, specifically, his morality･ If
the narrator were to fbcus only on her bad side, it would ruin him
morally･ Conversely, creatlng Innocent Mary would mean he is a man
of morality･ Hence the narrator himself, having two di耽rent goals
related to Mary, lS mentally torn into two personas: One persona throws
Mary Into dangerous situations, and the other persona fights agalnSt
the mst persona･ This can be discerned by a critical eye of the text･
The reader is presented with this kind of one一man drama in the
narrator through Mary's wanderings･ At several polntS, We See Mary's
punishment being stopped halfway through a scene･ For example,
while Mary lS With some evil people, the narrator expresses this wish:
"I want her away五〇m all these deep-divers. She might smash" (106).
Although he is the creator of the situation, the narrator denies that he
is, claiming that the orlgin of situation lies beyond him･ And when his
inner conHicts reach a polnt that is unbearable for him, he makes his
stand-in appear to prevent Mary Hom gettlng Into irreparable trouble,
and thereby keeps his own hands clean･ It goes without saylng that
the use of a deputy lS part Of the narrator's strategy to disgulSe his
involvement in the story一making･ In this way, he draws a would-be
line between the spot that he ostensibly occupleS in the narrative and
the world that he narrates, enabling him to stand as a supposed witness
of the latter.
For a concrete illustration of the mnctions of the surrogate Prince,
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the episode of Mary gettlng tO know two different types of men is
telling. When she meets a poor man named Alan and almost falls in
love with him, Prince suddenly turns up at the ca俺where they are
eatlng break魚st. The omnipresent Prince can be anywhere at any tlme
according to the narrator's wishes, and in the followlng remark, Prince
interrupts Mary 柵om becomlng more intimate with Alan.
IFior the first time that day Mary and Alan were alone. Losing
no time, Mary took Alan's hand and squeezed it. He turned to
her wlth his eyes closed in palれ. I've done the wrong thing, she
thought, but I'll do the next thing anyway. She 一eaned tow餌ds him
and said, as meanlngly as she could,
''Yes."
His eyes opened. But then they both saw the black car pull up,
and Prince sliding out; he rested his shoulder agalnSt the door,
smiling calmly with his head at an angle. (116-17)
As an author, the narrator has begun to depict Mary, who is gentle
enough to care for Alan, who has an inferiorlty COmPlex, what with
his baldi唯head. This scene is considered to be an extension of the
narrator's attempts to create a virtuous Mary. He constructs her,
however, in a rather mechanical way. The affectionate feelings are not
in Mary's heart but rather in the narrator'S, causlng her to look almost
like his puppet. After the interruption, then, Mary Initiates a romantic
relationship with Alan's friend, a man whose nature is qulte the
opposite of Alan, who will end up committing Suicide out ofjealousy･
Hence, she is ultimately held responsible for this incident, which
suggests that in the process of the story一making, the narrator, becoming
Jealous of Alan, puts an end to the burgeonlng relationship between
Mary and Alan. At the same time, Mary's process of repentance stops
there, With the reader able to see the ending of another one一man drama.
Thus, this story line traces not only what happens as incidents in
the story level, but also at a deeper, behind-the-scene level, how the
narrator has vacillated between being good to Mary and being evil to
her. It should be noted here that Amis does not let the narrator use
a metafictional mode in this short episode of Alan and Mary. As if
witnessing Mary's love affair, the narrator addresses the reader, saylng
rather irresponsibly that his oplnions are personal:
Alan and Mary... 'Alan and Mary'. Alan andMary - as a team.
Well, how would you rate their chances? Personally (and it's just
my opinion), I don't think this hook-up is a good idea fbr either of
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them, not really. Love is blind, you might polnt Out. But where
can the blind lead the blind? Down blind alleys, down unknown
paths, with faces shuddering. (128)
Regardless of such nonchalant comments, he o龍cn trespasses over the
line he has employed to separate the two worlds-his place and the
main narrated world-because what boosts the story in the narrated
world is connected to the narrator's inner thoughts and feelings. If
the narrator could separate his two goals-his se1日ustmcation and his
making the woman repent-more clearly, the appearance of his whims
might be more controlled. However, if the narrator commits to one
specinc narrative mission at one time, the possibility may become high
that his thoughts are directly reHected in the narrative, as we shall see
it in the analysis of Part 3 0f Other People in the next section.
III. The New Appearance of the Narrator'S "I"
As Mary begins to learn about the conventions of daily lire over
the course of time, she cannot remain as she was at the beginnlng
of the novel. At the end of Part 2 0f Other People, Mary transforms
back into Any, a former bad woman, rather suddenly, as if to show
the randomness in the story一making that the narrator's imaglnation
causes. Her metamorphosis to her former state takes place when she
happens to look intently into the mirror in the house owned by the man
who has come to offer her protection. We could say that here, if only
temporarily, the se1日ustincatory Intention of the narrator has outdone
his other intention of making her repent fbrever･
Now that the narrator has had one of his aims fulfilled in a
perfunctory way like this, he seems able to devote himself to
accomplishing the other aim, as symbolized in the sudden appearance
of the innocent Amy at the beginning of Part 3. The narrator's
conflicts over creating Any have ceased, and in this part there
are apparently few times when the narrator needs to refrain from
encroaching upon the narrated world. At nrst glance, it is almost as
if the narrator had disappeared from within the entire narrative. For
instance, the fbllowlng passage describes the impeccable new Amy's
daily l此: "She took o鱒her clothes and put on her white nightdress.
She wrote in her diary for a few minutes, then said her prayers-yes
she did, down on her knees at the side of the bed" (206). The third-
person narration seems to be dominant here, and the narrator'S
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Comments are subdued to a brief form ``yes she did''in this passage･
We should not be deceived, however, into believlng in the ostensible
disappearance of the narrator･ In Part 3 the narrator has covertly
penetrated into the narrative as it can be con鉦med that the psychology
of Any lS presented so as to directly represent how the narrator wishes
her to think and feel. Left alone for a certain number of days by
Prince, who is now her protector, and having no one special to talk to･
Amy's consciousness is depicted in the third-person･ For instance, she
summarizes her own past up until the current time, including her sister
Baby in her thoughts:
[Amy] made a last e∬ort to send herself back in time･ She had
been a child with Baby once; she had grown older; she had got
bored, met the man, gone bad; she had been cruel to her mother
and father, and to many othersi the man had nearly kmed her; she
had wanted him to and he nearly had; he thought he had, but he
hadn't qulte･ Then she had woken up agaln and memory began･
(216)
Judging Hom what is supposedly Amy's own reHection here, she seems
to approve血ankly of the past, which consists of the narrator'S story of
se哩ustification. Interestlngly enough, the murder is explained here
as attempted to make the line runnlng from the time prlOr tO her death
up to the present continuous･ The initial premise of her return to l虚言s
ruined because of the narrator's whimsical wish.
Is the narrator content with his narrative then? The answer seems
negative･ The prlCe Of the ease with which such wish-fumllment on
the narrator's part is achieved is that the absence of Any, along with
the solipsIStic quality of the narrative, becomes clear･ Obviously･
Amy's absence is the last thing that the narrator would want･ There
must be, then, Something that would dash this easy reincarnation of
Amy'S, which seems to be suggested by the epilogue of Other People･
Prior to the epilogue, Any lS murdered again by the narrator to return
to her previous life with her family, which has been suspended for
eight years･ This execution in a sense might function as the completion
of the narrator's self-justification traJeCtOry･ It may more plausibly
provide, however, the narrator with the occasion in which he can
release Amy's interior beings out of his own consciousness as another
new Amy appears aner the execution, whose interiors and conduct are
ungraspable and unpredictable to him･ Soon after she comes home,
this unfathomable Any goes out into the street and the narrator seems
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to be watching her:
Here she comes, shutting the Hont door behind her and walking
quickly down the path･ I'm stmding in the deep shade on the other
side of the street･ Even at this distance I can tell by the brightness
in her eyes that she's been crylng. Poor baby... Oh man, what is
that girl doing to me? She's doing something. I'll魚nd out in time.
Time - I feel as though I've done these things before, and am
glazedly compelled to do them again. (224)
Notably, the narrator has become a character in the same narrative
world in which Any lives･ Replacing the line that separates the
narrator from the main narrated world is a new "physical" line that
keeps the narrator and Any apart･ Hence, the narrative situation has
drastically altered here. But then, the narrator complains that he has
to repeat what he has been forced to d0, meanlng killing the woman
agam･ What follows the above quotation is also the very end or the
epilogue･ The pronoun "this" in the nrst sentence seems to refer to the
act of murder in the narrator's imaglnation:
But all things like this feel like that. I'm - I'm tired. I'm not in
control any more, not this time･ Oh hell. Let's get it over with.
Any moment now I'll step out into the street, I can see her
comlng tO the end of the path and hesitatlng aS She reaches the
road, looking this way md that, wondering which way to go. (224)
Will the narrator as the "lord" of his narrative make Any "live" for
a while, and kill and revive her in his endless imaglnation? Bernard
Levin comments on this point: "[T]he last pages of Other People
suggest that time is a wheel, not a river …"18　0n the other hand,
Amis himself alludes in one interview to the possibility that Any
could get out of this "wheel": "LAlctually I wanted to suggest on top
of everything else that she would in魚ct get it right this time."19 What
Amis conveys to us is that there is no subsequent drama leading to
another murder of the woman. Interpretations may vary about the
ending, partly because the epilogue ends in a brusque manner, as
shown in the passage above, and it is this unique Way Of ending the
narrative that seems to be the solution to escaplng from the trouble
in which the narrator finds himself, as will be explained in the next
section.
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IV The Abandonment of the Act or Narrating
Let us return here to the method through which certain types of
narrators present other people's consciousness: the convention of
omniscience. Nicholas Royle attacks the use of the term omniscience
in criticism, pointing out the self-disclosure that the idea of
"omnlSClenCe" assumes:
The continulng use Of the te-高omniscience" serves to promote
and protect a miれking of the生world… of nanative命ction as holistic,
unified, and closed･ It colludes with a conceptlOn Of reading as
oriented by or toward a nxed and totalizlng lnteやretation･20
Royle'S polnt here is that the consciousness of characters presented
under the concept "omniscience" is prone to be subjective, and
is actually a mere reflection of a given Viewpolnt Of the narrator.
Furthermore, Royle insists on uslng the term高telepathy" instead when
the pure presentation of a character's consciousness is signiEed･21
This essay has polnted out that in Other People, the narrator-ngure's
engagement in creatlng the consciousness of the woman is discemed
in the discourse while he nominally stays clear of her space･ In the
epilogue, though, the narrator abandons such a nominal distanclng
stance by enterlng the world in which Any lives, transforming himself
into a鉦st-person narrator as well as a character and presentlng Amy
as someone whose consciousness as well as behavior is unknown to
him･ At this moment, he has abandoned the ``pseud0-Omniscience"
that his imaglnation has entitled him to use. The正nal resort to which
the narrator has turned, therefore, seems to be the longmg for other
people's inaccessible consciousness and unpredictable conduct, the
conmmation of which in turn might enable him to e町Oy Other people's
presence･ His next remark in the epilogue might prove this:高I'm not in
control any more, not this time." This statement makes a stark contrast
to the one that he uttered at the beginmng Of the novel･
It is interestlng tO note that Mary sometimes in the course of her
roamlng expresses an unrealizable yearning for other people:
She was standing on the grey brow of a tenaced hill at evenlng･
The spiked gates of the clty park have Just been shut; the keeper
walks back into the distance, glancing Sideways and pocketing his
keys･ The boys have all gone home･ They are all safe and having
tea in other people's houses, behind other people's windows･
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Tumlng her head･ she could look down the hill and into the square･
Here in all their rooms they were shoring up against darkness. She
wanted to see them, to shine a light, to sense the careless npples
of their came一s, the unregarded cracks in their papered walls, the
shadows on their stairs･ She knew it was impossible-she would
never be let inside･ She tuned and ran wherever she was supposed
togo. (69)
This longlng resonates in her memory, which is evoked in her
occasionally when she parts from a group of people with whom she
has spent a certain period of time, and she is agaln alone･
For the narrator, who is most likely Imprisoned fbi the crime of
murder, MaryAmy functions in one sense as his deputy who leads his
imaglnary life･ As the passage cited above proves, however, Mary/Any
realizes that she cannot necessarily go wherever he wishes her to go･
Perhaps, this socially sellevident recognltlOn On her part reHects what
has 一urked in the narrator's mind as "the other people's houses''can be
interpreted as a metaphor fbr other people's consciousness. It could be
claimed that the awareness of others'inacccssible consciousness helps
him to hit upon a 紅al solution out of his narrative nx in the ending:
the abandoning of "pseudo-Omniscience."
If the narrator should kill Any in his imaglnation and absorb her
into his narrative once agaln, then the fact that he has made Any the
other would have to be revoked･ Then he would only galれ so一ace of
repetition･ However, judging from the scene that ends halfway through,
as cited above言t seems likely that the narrator has not surrendered to
the temptation through which he might be glVen "pseudo-0mniscienceD
agaln･ Alluding to the very end of the novel and equating the narrator
to Prince, Brian Finney points out: "[T]he prince鴫ure who is about
to encounter her at the end of the Epilogue has reverted to someone
`as automaton-like as she was, and didn't have to realize what was
golng On･'''22 Finney'S polnt Suggests the possibility that the narrator
has abandoned narratlng altogether and turned himselでinto the object
of narration by some other narrator･ It is the process in which the
narrator becomes the "other.''
One self becomlng the Uother''may sound extraordinary, but in
Other People, it seems to be one of the themes. In scenes in which
people who have been with Mary leave her, she tells herself that those
people are now召other people," and that they have gone to当he other
side･''Conversely, when she begins to associate with a new group of
people and becomes friendly with them, she says she feels like "I･m
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becoming like other people… (96). As this remark of hers indicates,
One can be 高other" to oneself by abandoning the illusory omniscient
narration that creates oneself simply as one wishes and by assimilating
oneself to other narratives. The narrator of Other People may have met
with the opportunities but missed out on fbllowlng through with them
every time his repeated narrative cycle comes near to the end, but this
time it seems that he has decides to abandon the narrative act･ Only
in this way could Any become innocent agaln and avoid being killed,
as Amis's comment on her future predicts. However, being in a prison
cell, perhaps all by himse一f, who the narrator should ask to narrate him
and Amy remains something to consider･ Perhaps, it is none other than
the reader who should accept the task of narratlng them and continue
this narrative, and Amis's hope, expressed in his interview, that Amy
will be innocent this time around could be realized only if we agree to
make the story proceed along that direction.
Notes
i Asfbrthispolnt,SeeJohnA.Dern71.
2　See, for imtance, Haffenden 23.
i See,forexample.Todd 133.
4　The other two books are the one edited by Keulks, and the one edited by
Hedell.
5　See Finney,Martin Amis 124.
e See Maczynska 200･ David Thomson has a simllar view, claiming that …[E]
very novel, with the exception Of Time 's Arrow, has featured a narrator fully aware
of the mampulative power of story telling.… Thomson 16.
7　Edmondson 146.
8　SeeStanze15.
9　Prince, A Dictionary ofNarratology 31.
'o Prince, "A Point of View on Point of View or Refocuslng Focalization" 46･
il O'Neill 87.
I2 Similar statements can be found, for instance, in James Phelan 51-64.
13　Martin 142.
14 Amis mentions that the narrator is the murderer in the interview with John
Haff'enden listed beiow･ Other evidence proVlng this polnt inc一udes, for instance,
the narrator deputy named John Prince announcing tO Mary "I've got lots of time
for you, Mary･" (112) AJso. Prince's answer "Life" which he gives to Mary, who
has asked him, =What do you get if you murder someone?''(114) implies that the
narrator has referred to his current condition of being lmPrlSOned, given a life
sentence.
i5 All quotations from the novel that appear in this essay, Including note 14
above, are Hom the edition listed below.
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16 Meir Sternberg polntS Out that the reference to the past in the narrative
stems the How of the present leading to the mture･ See Sternberg, chap･ 6･
17 Some readers might think that Mary lS Shouldering the orlglnal sin of
Christianlty･ In fact, the narrator's deputy, Prince, calls himself "redeemer" when





22 Finney･ "Narrative and Narrated IIomicides-in Martin Amis's Other People
and London Fields''8.
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